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Location and ACCOSG
iCTa;u**g^^.rifctr^^

lit i is claim f;roup o t s ix uuBurveyed claims Is 

located about one half mile north o f. the central part 

oi* Bawot. Lake in the Seeley Lake Area o i Ontario. 

Bainoot: Lake i;, about seven miles north of the Town of 

Mar a t hou,

The Lake is accessible by f loat plan from White 

lUver, Ontario.

The claim numbers ate T. B. 110470 to T.B. 11047i/ 

incl.

The fcuiveya were performed in the period May 

27 to June 13, 19()5.

The abrupt topographic relief resulted in a much 

louev i.dLtp o i l ine' per day rate ot production.

61 li magnetic readings were taken alon^ picket 

Hue?;; 400* apart. The usual station interval wab 100' but 

many IntcrtacJiate Citations at SO* were read a l BO. The 

ur.ua! diurnal and datura corrections were applied and the 

xeaults i.cic plotted on the accompanying ina&netic contour 

map .

Tlic ine trumen t u&ed wat; a McPhar Fluxgate mag- 

uctometei .
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EJM. Survey

Some 290 readings were taken along lines 400' 

apart.

The entire property was covered with a Sharpe 

SE.200 Vertical Loop instrument. The Parallel Line method 

was used. In this the transmitter is set up on Line 4S at 

0+0 (say) and the receiver at 0+0 on Line O. A reading 

is taken,then both are advanced to 100W on their respective 

lines and the process is repeated.

One Fan Method or detail set up was made. In 

this the transmitter is set up at 6008 on Line 48 (say) and 

the receiver is at 0+0 on Line 0. A reading is taken, the 

transmitter is advanced to 100W on Line O and another read 

ing is taken and so on until station 1200W is reached. The 

receiver if; then moved to read line 8S from 1200W to 0+0.

Geophysical Results

The geological survey by Frank Condon shows that 

the under lying rocks are underlain by coarse grained augite 

syenite and fine giained gabbro. Physically these rocks 

may be differentiated but the similarity ol their magnetic 

pioperties does not permit this.
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Results - continued . . .

llcncc the rather locally abrupt magnetic differences 

aie due to change in magnetic mineral content and or topo 

graphic effects. The more or less SW-Se strike of the 

different mafic bands is reflected however, by the magnetic 

trends i

E. M. Results

Two weak crossovers were found at 530N and at BOO' 

N on Line 28E. The detail work did not improve these.

Cmxclusiong

The magnetic and E.M. surveys revealed nothing of 

economic importance.

Because of the disseminated sulphides found in 

the area, an I.P. survey may be warranted.

Respectfully submitted

John W. Britton, MA, 

Geophysicist 

Toronto, Ontario 

December 2, 1965
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GEOLOGICAL REPORT 

MAGPIE NO. 21 GROUP

INTRODUCTION. LOCATION and ACCESSIBILITY

Magpie No. 21 group is located about 800 feet 

north of the central part of Bamoos Lake; approximately 

6^ miles north of Marathon, Ontario, in the District of 

Thunder Bay. The lake is accessible by float equipped 

aircraft from White River, Ontario. The group consists 

of six mining claims Nos. T.B. 110470 to T.B. 110475 

held by Mining Corporation of Canada (1964) Limited.

The geological survey on the six claims was 

carried out by F. Condon and G. Harron from August 11 to 

August 16, 1965. The survey covers the entire claim area, 

on which a 400 foot interval grid had previously been cut 

for geological and geophysical control. A geophysical 

survey had been done previous to the geological survey.
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SUMMARY

Rocks within the Magpie No. 21 group are 

part of the Port Coldwell alkalic complex. The two 

main rock types are coarse grained augite syenite and 

fine grained gabbro. The survey did not reveal any 

mineralization of economic significance although minor 

pyrite and magnetite was observed.

TOPOGRAPHY

The terrain of Bamoos Lake area is extremely 

rugged, attaining elevations of 1300 feet in places. 

Outcrop is abundant and forms massive shear cliffs and 

steep slopes. The creeks form deep dissecting ravines. 

The entire map area is wooded with fir, spruce and birch
*v

and much of the rock is drift and moss covered. On the 

enclosed geological map, the large outcrop areas shown 

generally include areas where greater than 60 percent 

of the surface is rock.
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GEOLOGY

The claim group is located within the north 

west periphery of the Port Coldwell alkalic complex. 

(Reference O.D.M. Preliminary Map P.234, by V.G. Milne). 

To fully understand the rocks, it would be necessary to 

study a large portion of the complex with a certain 

amount of petrological control. For this reason the 

rock types described below have been simplified and 

are not too accurate with respect to V.G. Milne's report.

Rock Types

1. Augite syenite - coarse grained augite syenite 

which petrographically grades to coarse grained banded 

olivine gabbro. Due to the size of the map area and 

similarity between the two rock types, it is not possible 

to differentiate them in the field. However, the coarse 

grained rocks generally become more banded and slightly 

more mafic in the eastern part of the map area. The 

banding in the coarse grained rocks consists of dark grey 

augite rich zones and light grey andesine - labradorite 

zones l to 2 inches wide. Disseminated pyrite and magnetite 

was found in some of the mafic bands.
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GEOLOGY - continued . . .

Rock Types. . .

2. Fine grained gabbro - grades to very fine 

grained in places and contains occasional olivine 

phenocrysts. This unit contains abundant syenite dikes 

which in places contain magnetite layers k, inch to 3/4 

inch wide.

Structure

Regionally the alkalic complex is circular in 

shape and the contact with the older rocks dips toward 

the center at roughly 30 - 45 0 . By graphical projection, 

this contact would lie at a depth of about 2500 feet below 

the surface in the vicinity of the map area.

The massive syenite belt in the western portion 

of the map area overlies the fine grained gabbro to the 

east. Where observed, the contact strikes about 120 to 

130" and dips 30" to the southwest. The segregation 

banding roughly parallels the contact. The irregular 

distribution of the two rock types in the map area is 

partly due to the flat dip and irregular topography and 

partly due to the irregular nature of the contacts.
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GEOLOGY - continued . . .

Structure . . .

The two rock types in the eastern half of the 

map area are more mixed. The syenite has been intruded 

as dikes and sills into the finer grained rock. Nearly 

all the outcrops of fine grained gabbro contain apprec 

iable amounts of syenite, but where mapable, the indivi 

dual units are shown on the map.

ECONOMIC FEATURES

The only mineralization found was the thin 

magnetite layers in the segregation banding. These 

layers contain up .to 40/i magnetite over a maximum thick 

ness of two inches. Disseminated magnetite and minor 

pyrite is common in the coarse grained syenite. No chalco 

pyrite was observed,

Respectfully submitted

F. Condon, B.A.Se.
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